




















rains came back again 
yesterday  and an unidentfied 
student finds a 
makeshift umbrella
 with a paper filled plastic
 bag. Fortunately, the 
rains  didn't 






charges  hit faculty
 
By Lee Fuller 
An SJSU administrator and 
one faculty member were accused
 of interfering in 
A.S. elections. 
Drew Adams, a 
senior  mathematics -botany
 major made the charge
 at Wed-
nesday's A.S.
 council meeting. 
The  administratorJohn 
Caine, director of 
athleticswas  accused of 
in-
terfering in student 
politics  by meeting with a 
student
 party to discuss mutual 
support between
 the Athletic Department and 
that party. 
Caine said he met
 with a group of students 
"concerned  with athletics." 
According to Caine, 
meeting with interested 
students
 is part of his job. 
"The director of athletics should 
be on call to go and discuss the 
situation
 with 
anyone  interested," 
Caine said. 
Adams introduced a resolution calling
 for an investigation to be conducted
 by the 
A.S. election board 
and  the A.S. Judiciary before 
making  his charges. 
After
 hearing the charges, the council
 passed his resolution urging the 
in-
vestigation
 be conducted. 
Adams said he 
received information from a 
reporter for Sedition, a local
 un-
derground  newspaper, that 
Caine
 and an unnamed engineering





 said he cannot prove his 
allegations,
 but his informants are 
expected
 to 
come  before the council in 
the next few days if an 
investigation  is held. 
The resolution
 will now go the election 
board and the judiciary. 
FBI head 








 (AP)FBI Director 
Clarence M. Kelley said yesterday
 that 
FBI agents are 
pursuing the Patricia 
Hearst 
kidnaping
 case on the assump-
tion
 "that she is the 
victim  of pressure 
or 
coercion."  
"We will be guided
 by the facts and 
not by any opinion," Kelley said at a 
news 
conference
 when asked 
to com-
ment on Atty. Gen, William B. Saxbe's 
statement 
that






(left), Baker and 
Hansen  















By Gail Wesson 
A group of nursing majors will file a 
class 
action suit against SJSU and 
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke next 
week,  
according to attorney Ed Newman. 
Newman said the suit is aimed
 at 
stopping  "just the retroactive ap-
plication" of 
supplementary  admission 
criteria (SAC) requirements to 
everyone including
 continuing nursing 
majors trying to enter Level I of the 
nursing program in the fall of 1974. 
Nursing majors received letters in 
March, dated February, 1974, 
saying  
that they would have to meet the SAC 
requirements for fall, according to 
Jeannette Wilkinson,
 a nursing student 
affected by the new criteria. 
She said that nursing 
students don't 
object
 to SAC requirements themselves 
but to the retroactive
 application to 
those who
 assumed they would be 
eligible for the program. 




 issued August 8, 1973, all 
California State 
College  and University 
campuses were




 impacted areas. 
An impacted area is one 
where  there 
are more applicants than available 
spaces on a systemwide basis
 for a 
particular program such as nursing. 
The SJSU criteria 
include:  
 junior class standing 
 
completion  of all general education 
requirements 
 an overall gradepoint average for 
all prerequisite courses of 2.3. 
 no grade lower than a C (2.0) in any 
prerequisite
 
 a "statement of interest" in the 
nursing major 
 a maximum of three 
letters  of 
recommendation
 
 a statement of sound
 health by a 
physician. 
"The 
Department of Nursing was 
inalterably opposed to the idea of 
SAC 
from the very
 beginning," according to 




Dr. Gwen Marram, chairman
 of the 
Nursing
 Department, agreed with 
Whitlock. 







WASHINGTON  (AP) 






yesterday  to 
surrender 
tapes  and 
documents
 of 64 
conversations  to 
be 
used
 in the 
Watergate  
cover-up  trial 
involving
 men who 







 on the 
White
 House a few
 hours after
 it was 
ordered by 
U.S.  District 








By Alfred J. Bru 
The Black Panther
 Party is alive and 
well and is currently working through 
the "system" in providing concrete 
measures that will forfeit the 
"capitalistic, racist, exploiting power 
structure  of this (United States) 
county," according to party chairman 
Bobby  Seale. 
In a speech yesterday
 in the S.U. 
Loma Prieta
 Room, Seale affirmed the 
existence of a "black 
revolutionary  
movement"
 despite the notable ab-
sence of "demonstrations in the 
street."  
Seale corrolated his 
recent  venture 
into the political system as a mayorial 
candidate in Oakland
 as a step in the 
right direction, and despite the 
defeat, 
he called it a "victory 




At least the 
people  had a alternate 
choice 
to the "racist lackeys" currently 
in office, Seale 
said. 
Seale added that "Black people are 
working for change"
 more than ever 
and cited the 1972 
elections  as an 
example of 




 Black candidates ran for 
office in 14 southern 
states,  Seale said, 
"and 50 won." Ten year:, ago there 
were 
two million registered Black 
voters, now there are 10 million
 and 
"that is what revolution
 is all about." 
The  slogan "power to the people" 
still summarizes the Panther Party's
 
goal of 
offseting  the institutional 
control of the masses, he said.
 
No Control 
"The institutions affect 
our lives and 
there is no 
























 and desires 
of
 the people." 
"If 
they  don't," 
Seale 
said,  the 
"American  
dream"  of 
government  of,
 








Party  also 
tries  to un-
derstand 
the  attitudes 
of the people 
and 
strives
 to give 
the  people 
a common 
consciousness














































for  the 
better
















 a model 



























































head  a slate of GOP leaders that 
will converge this weekend 
in San Jose. 
Vice 
President
 Gerald Ford, Gov. 
Ronald Reagan, New York Sen. James
 
Buckley,  and  San Jose
 Congressman 
Pete 
McCloskey  will be featured 




State  Central Com-
mittee
 to be held at the LeBaron
 Hotel, 
1350 N. First 
St. 
Entitled "Winning
 Ways," the con-
vention is an effort to bolster the 
Republican Party's 
sagging  spirits 
after a 
year of Watergate setbacks. 
Reagan will be speaking 
tonight  at 
the 
"Unity  Banquet" at the LeBaron 
Hotel.
 
Tomorrow morning Buckley will 
address the 


































Ford  is 
scheduled  
to speak 




















































 a vote 
will be 













































































those at the 
receiving end 
"of  racism 
are part of the system and those ex-
ploited 





 Seale said 
the Panthers 
now 
urge  the 
community
















ralli?  es 
An anti -Republican group, San Jose 
Welcoming Committee, is 
sponsoring 
two rallies this weekend, one tonight 
against the appearance of Gov. Ronald 
Reagan and one tommorrow morning 
to protest the appearance of Vice 
President Gerald Ford. 
The rally will start
 at 7 tonight in the 
parking lot behind the
 La 
Baron Hotel, 
1350 N. First St., and will 
consist of the 
"Ronnie Reagan Film Festival" and 
music by the Guerilla 
Theater. 
Tomorrow, Vice President Ford
 
will speak
 at noon in the hotel and the 
protest rally is 
scheduled
 to begin at 
10:30 
a.m.
 at First and Younger streets
 
in the parking lot of 
the welfare office, 
according to committee sources. 
Speakers of the rally will speak on 
three main topics
 which are: 
 Throw Nixon out of office. Fight 
back against unemployment,
 inflation 
and the energy crisis caused by the 
monopoloy corporations. 
 Stop police attacks on the Chicano 
community and other Third World and 
working people in San Jose. 
 Stop U.S. agression and in 
terferance in other countries like Chile, 









The Hansen Slate 
believes  that "students 
want
 opinions being reflected
 
and want 
something  tangible to 
hang
 on to" in programs, 





 on the slate are Bill 
Clarkson for vice 
president  and Nancy 
Baker for treasurer. 
"We see 
student
 government as 
having four functions:
 meeting student 
needs,
 protecting student
 rights, having 






 opinion," said 
Hansen.  
The three themes
 the ticket wants
 to stress are 
consumerism,  com-
munication and political
 development and political 
power  student relations 





slate has plans for 
programs
 to fit under these 
themes, according to 
Hansen. 
The
 main new program the
 ticket will present is a 




 who heads the 
A.S.
 Consumer Switchboard,
 will administer the
 
program, which 
would  have four 
functions
 as a consumer 
protection  group, 
research, 
group, action group, and 
educational group. 
"The consumer 




 research group 
investigates
 and researches the 
problems the first one 
finds." 
The action group 
will  serve to implement 





Clarkson said the 
fourth group will also
 run consumer classes
 offered 
through 
CAAP and serve as a 
media contact. 
Athletic aid 
This year's A.S. council 
has  reduced athletic grants-in-aid 
(scholarships)  
and the Hansen
 ticket would like to see a 
complete  phaseout of the aid, 
ac-
cording
 to Hansen. 
Clarkson said the
 A.S. should not offer scholarships
 for students unless it is 
on a 
broad scale. He said "ideally" 




athletics,  "women's athletics 





 the funds," Baker said. 
Men's
 and women's 
sports  should continue
 to be funded 
separately  but it 
should 
be more balanced than in 






said  he would like to see 
an "autonomous" 
program
 board with ac-
countability to student 
needs.  
A.S. 
government  shouldn't have 
a veto power, Clarkson 
said. 
In the relationship between the A.S. 
and the Daily,
 Baker
 said, "I see the 
funds the Daily gets from 
A.S. as being 
a 











"We don't see using 
the  A.S. funds as a 











Hansen said he thinks there
 is an absence or avoidance
 of election issues. 
"I don't 
think students realize the 
function  of government or services
 
provided," said Baker. 
Hansen  explained there is a lack 
of identity to the campus and 
that 
students can't relate
 to the campus. 
Food  co-op 
The Hansen 
ticket  also proposes a food co-op to offer groceries at 
discounts
 
to student members. "By the 
nature of a co-op it is non-profit and self-
supporting," said Hansen. Details 
have  not been worked out yet. 
A 
third  proposal
 is a 
recreational  equipment rental 
agency  on campus. 
Hansen said it could be funded 
either by A.S. funds or a commercial 
operation which 
would 
lease space as the travel 
agency  now does. 
The slate is not backing a 
particular council slate because Hansen said, "I 
think we 
can  work with everybody." 
Hansen, a senior in 
political science, is currently assistant to A.S. vice 
president, Rick Marks. He was an A.S. Council representative during 1971-72 
and resident 
advisor  in West Hall since 1972.
 
Clarkson, a student in New College, besides
 being director of the A.S. 
Consumer Switchboard, is also a founding member of the Northern 
California Public Interest Research
 Group. He is a resident adviser in Wash-
burn Hall. 
Baker is a senior journalism major. She is involved
 in the publication of 
"Woman's 
Paper"  newspaper and is president of Black Masque Senior 
Women's Honor Society. She is also serving a 
term as president of Society of 
Professional Journalists,














decision  to 
close  Ninth 
Street 
makes sense,
 seeing as 
the area 
being 










 driving down 
Ninth has 
probably  realized his 
mistake  as they 
sit
 waiting for the 
crosswalk 
to empty. 
However,  the city 
of San Jose, 
while  conceding






































































































































than the "Zebra." 
Would Alioto order the 
detention
 
of all Italians if Al Capone was 
loose in the city? 
"I want the










indictment  of 
the Black 
community







Alioto then has the




to resent" the 
detentions!
 
It is not 
just














Bay  Area 
Whites  as 
well. 
In fact,
 it is the 
responsibility
 of the 
White folks




















action  is 
far  more 
theatening  to 
citizens' 
security
 than the "Zebra"








and  apologize 








































wants  Ninth to close Ili 
style, at the tune of one-half million 
dollars.  
Present plans call for 
landscaped  
barriers which will block the street 
at 
both ends. 
These barriers, costing $125,000, 
are 
necessary,  according to the 
city of San Jose, so 
that
 Ninth 
Street will look closed. 
The 








































street,  is 



















































































































 crisis - 'pain
 in the gas'
 
"Damn &? 
!$$$"! ! ! car." ( On ad 
infinitum  with 
exclamation
 marks.) 
For those of you 






uttered  by 
a 
disraught










 it's called being 
out  of gas; and 
accurately
 translated,






With the oil 
companies decrying 
foul  on "windfall 
profits," after 
allthey  were just 




 way, and 
with the now 
defunct 
Arab oil embargo




gas crisis was 
remedied by 
something  called






 around the 
car lot
trading in his 
383 cu. in., four 
bbl., Mach III 
Cobra 
Special  ( with 
simulated  
leather
 interior of 
course.) It 
was

























 he was 
gaining
























 with his 
Vega the 
most  careful 
of motorists 
usually 
finds  himself 
on the wrong
 side of 
empty  these 
days
--even  with 
the odd -even
-I'm O.K.,
 the 31st 
is 
O.K., 
limit  of 
purchase  































 transformed, as if by 
magic,  frorr 
the faithful auto of 
past
 into a machine as 
dependable  
and reliable as a 
Nixon  confession. 
Many a dent in the dashboard ( or 
through it for yoi 
VW 
officiandox  ) has resulted 
from petrolius ab 
sent um. 
Once 
you're  recovered from 
the initial shock tha 
"running 
on fumes" isn't 




 friendly gas station.
 
As I 
trekked  about San 
Jose in search of 
nectar 
ambrosia
 and an open station, 
the two I found hae 
rather 
convincing  excuses for not 
helping  me. (Isn't r 
amazing how 
it becomes an 
excuse
 when it's hap 
pening to you.) 
One poet lauriet said "I don't
 gotta gas can. V( 
giveya some gas, but I 
don't gotta can." He proceed 
to get up off of his 
to
 help one of his preferree 
customers
 as she drove in. 
The other 
attendant I met along the way noted that
  
to get gas, I 
had  to purchase a gas can. That's 
pretty  
logical 
when  you stop to think about it. 
You  can't hang 
yourself if you
 don't have the rope. 
In desperation
 I finally got my car
 washed to get 
some
 liquid gold. ( 
Remember  when 
that
 used to be 
whiskey?) 
This with my 
notebook  crammed 
with
 valuable facts 
on how the gas 
situation was 
easing  upand my 
plastic  statue 
of William Simon
 on my 
dash -1 
promptly 














































































































































































































































































 75 per cent who could 
secure  
the 
job by adhering to the status 
quo and leave no way for in-
novations or 
changes.  














 Daily to 
ignore 
women's 
athletics.  It's 
a 
rare 
occurrence  to 














 of the 
athletic 














































 the event. 
The Daily
 was 

























that  gymnastics is 
considered
 a 








 per competition; one 
before 
the  event































One of the 
female  gymnasts who 
went to the 
Sacramento  Nationals 
received an 























wind up their season? 
The women's 
tennis
 team has had 
several  matches,
 what were the
 
results? 
If the Daily can report on where 
the
 men's tennis team buys their
 
gasoline, surely the Daily can 
certainly squeeze in a few of the 
women's
 team scores. 
The Daily cannot snpport claims 






is to the 
contrary.  
Get on the ball, Daily. Women's
 
sporting 
events  are of interest to 
the 
student


















































































































Furthermore, most of 
the game 
was 
played  near mid
-field,  which 
indicates  a closely 
fought match. 
To top it off, SJSU's






penalty  was for 
"not binding 
on"
 in the loose 
ruck,  but the 
man  
















always  been 




his  team has 
been
 beaten  fair 
and 
square,  but 
clearly the
 team 







fair  is fair 
and  it's 
over and





















 concellation of 
the Fonda 
speech.
 I've always wondered 
why 
so many 
of the "heavy" 
name  
speakers 
end up at Stanford and
 
Berkeley but 
not  here. Now I guess 
I have 
my







 that is) speakers. 
We have the 
"boob  tube" at 
home for 
all  the light en-
tertainment
 we can stomach.
 I 






 could be more important
 to 
students in these 
troubled times 
than 
political speakers of the 
Fonda type to 
balance the 
"politicians" whose works and 
deeds
 are forced down 
our  throat 
on TV, radio,
 and newspapers? 
I'm 
here to learn,















































































































 with the 
school. 
He 
went to state that 
the  Athletic 
Department has 
been hiding 
something  and copping 
out by 
presenting unfinalized budgets. 
The budgets were 
handed
 out to 
all concerned and were itemized 
well. 
Try reading one, Lee. 
He said they left the door open by 
presenting




know  anything about 
scheduling and 
its problems? You 




about  a meet 
on such 
and such a date?"
 
Another thing -the
 council keep: 
asking for 
information  at the 
meeting










The Athletic budget is big and the 
Athletic Department is trying tc 
trim it down. The trim can be 
accomplished  by 
cutting 
scholarships but 
instead  of cutting 
the 
scholarships










 is the 
alumni
 of 




 grow on 
























 be a 
gradual














































































Hopefully, the students will unite I 
and elect a party that represent: 
the student and their interest whil 
include sports, marching band 
Engineering 




























Willis (left) , Halstead
 
By 
Kathy  Rebello  











students and faculty con-
cerning his hiring practices 
and 
"undemocratic  




outburst  delayed a 
presentation by Dr. James 
Halstead,
 an associate 









served as a "likely" 
job 
candidate.  







economics  faculty 
and 
students 
claimed had been 
brewing since Willis 
was  
appointed  as department 
chairman last 
January. 
Accusations  hurled 
Faculty members
 and the 
newly 
organized  Economic 
Student Association (ESA) 
accused Willis of deviating 
from the normal
 recruitment 




by the department's 
personnel
 committee. 
In a crowded economics 
classroom
 bearing placards 
with such phrases as "End 
revenge in the Economics 
Dept. Rehire the Six," 
Halstead's presentation was 
skirted
 until Willis 
acknowledged the group's 
questions and consented to a 
private meeting 
at
 a later 
date. 




 Why had 
Willis  brought 
an associate professor 
seeking a job at SJSU 
out 
from Williams College to 
present a short economics 
colloquium without 
the prior 




 And, why had Willis 
chosen 








turers currently teaching the 
positions 
instead of 



































































happy  to 
discuss
 
this  in 
private."
 
Gayle Southworth, another 
economics lecturer, insisted 
that Halstead
 must have 




No.  1 
candidate for the 
position  he 
(Halstead)  was trying 
for. 
Southward
 referred to 
a 
March 26 memo 
authored by 












 the flesh" be 













 and compelling 
circumstances  
to coin a 
phrase) let's
 not  make any 
probationary appointments 
until we've seen, heard, 
touched, and talked to the 
candidate  who appears to be 
el numero unoand if he-she 
flunks the oral, let's go to 







 is one working 
toward 
tenure. 






must  be the No. 1 candidate. 
But Willis denied 
this ex-
plaining that
 as yet no 
decision  had  been 
made.  
Willis refused
 to anwer 
any more
 questions "out 
of 






meeting  later. 
Following  the 
colloquium,  
Jeff Robinson,
 a senior in 
economics





 to the 
confrontation









































The A.S. Council officially began spending next 
year's  
Dney at its meeting Wednesday. 
The council made 
new allocations and acknowledged old 
llocations  which together total $945. 
However,
 the A.S. has 
nly $850.80 remaining to spend, creating
 a $95.80 deficit. 
Dollar 
surpluses  left in various A.S. accounts at the end of 
e year
 normally revert into the general fund to be allocated 
the following year's council. 
This year, according to 
A.S.  Treasurer David Pacheco, 
those surpluses must be used by the council to pay off the 
deficit. 
The council acknowledged allocations of $500 to the 
Organization of Arab Students to be used for an Arab Week 
and $300 to A.S. Housing for a campus area housing survey. 
New allocations totaled $145. 
Bob Mills, an SJSU student, 
received $91 to be used for wheelchair competition, and the 
United New 
Conservationists received $54 for a trip to El 
Paso for a compost and 
waste recycling conference. 
Pacheco  termed the financial situation a 
"paper deficit" 
and told the council 
it should not continue allocating money 
because it would be hurting next year's 
financial  situation. 
Pacheco promised to 
report  back to the council next week 
























a jury hearing 
rape
 case. 





 D -San 
ose. 



















































currently a judge tells the
 
jury "to examine carefully 
and with caution the 
testimony
 of the 
victim."  
"A rape victim's 
testimony 
should be 
examined by the jury under 
the same standards that 




McAlister  said. 
said. 
McAlister 
claims  the 
cautionary instruction 




"Although  the 
instruction  
is required by law, jurors 
often do not know this and 




that  the rape victim is 
lying or he would
 not give 





introduced  a 
sirniliar
 bill, AB 61, last 






















conducting  a study
 
on the
 problems of 
rape  and 
has developed
 a package of 
rape law reform 
legislation.  
The package includes AB 
3659.  
McAlister  said he 
expects  
some opposition 
to his bill 
from 
the American Civil 
Liberties Union (ACLU).
 
This is because the ACLU 
represents many of the 
defendants in rape cases, he 
said.  
The Spartan Daily was 
unable to contact a local 
representative of the ACLU 




Week  coming 
eatured  Saturday 
kn evening of authentic 
nce, music and fashion
 
im India will be presented 
norrow night by the India 
tudent 
Association  of 
SJSU
 













Since  1 
9 34 
Second
 class postage paid










the  Associated 
Press 









during  the college 


















Sclyertising Subscriptions  xc 
'opted  Only On a remainder of 
semester basis Full academic 
year. Se 















 at 8 p.m. in 
Morris Dailey Auditorium. 
Admission is free. 
Music will be performed 
by eight professional
 groups 
from the Bay Area
 including 
a sitar group from the Ali 
Akbar Khan College
 of Music 
in San Rafael and singers 





and  folk dances 
will be performed by 
members 




 members will 
also hold a fashion 
show
 of 
clothing from various states 
in India. 
Bhakta also said authentic 





















of Sex is now 
available in the 
same large




and unabridged, with all the 
original
 full -color 
illustrations
 








,;.4  . 
 
 
National  Earth Week, 
April 21-27, will be 
celebrated 
on
 the SJSU 
campus 
with an Earth Day 
Dialogue, to be held April 22-
24. 




mental  Information Center, 
the purpose of 
the 
celebration is 
"to  look at 
where we are now and how 
far  we've come 
since the 
original Earth Day on April 
22, 
1970."  
Sisk said each of the three 
days will have a different 
theme: Monday will be "City 
Politics and Environmental 





topics will revolve around 
"Organic Gardening" and 
Alternative
 Energy Sour-
ces"; on Wednesday the 
speakers will 
discuss  
"Nuclear  Safety." 
She said there 
will  be 
discussion 
groups rather 
than lectures so 
that 
students 
will  have the 











































































































 S. Fifth St. 







Robinson. "He's only 
acting  
on his  own
 personal spon-
taneity in 
inviting  Halstead 
out here 
and ignoring the 
personnel committee." 
Robinson said that 
the 
ESA has drawn up 
petitions 
in protest of Willis' actions. 
The petitions request three 
things:
 






 A support of democratic 




the rehiring of six 
temporary lecturers. 
Robinson  said the actions 
the




 of the six 
temporary 
lecturers. But he 




' I he ( Willis) does what I 
believe he'll do and, not go 
































Brushes are  most 
important tool for 
good work. The best 
brushers are made to 
a standard of quality 
and, with proper care, 
will last for a long 
time. In the three 
popular shapes for 
oil painting: !Nights, 




Fine work calls for 
tIt,
 soft, pointed 
red 








ART & SIGN 
WINSOR  & NEWTON 
You'll agree they 















































































































































































already has suggestions in 
mind for the beautification 
program, but Sanchez 
emphasized
 that they would 
be implemented only in 
conjunction with the results 
of the student survey. 
Sanchez said that there 
have been no funds allocated 
to the program other
 than 











the  Old 
Science
 
Building,  the 
Home 
Economics




mentioned  as 
initial 
















would  be willing 
to 
donate would be 
considered. 
"Again,
 we're going 
to 
wait 
for the results of the 
survey, but the main
 interest 
will be getting artwork 
that 
is 




 described the 
survey as "pretty 
general. It 
asks 
questions like what is 
lacking in the 
architectual  
design, what 
would  you do if 
you had the 
power  to design 
parts 
of the campus and 
so 
on.,, 
Once the survey 
is com-
pleted,
 work will begin 
rapidly. According to San-
chez, all the work must be 
underway before 
summer,  



















































 for the 
Israeli








background  of 
the  reasons 
for the 
conflict  between the 






 told the 
crowd










decision;  the public 
has to 
listen to  both sides
 and see if 
there are some solutions that 
can be 
found, he said. 
Change, he said, must 
come 
from within; no one 









making  two for 





 to talk about
 Jews 
versus Arabs







the  basic 
issue was 
'people 





































































































Sat.  9:30 
I 
II Get it on with the sounds while 
enjoying  a cold beer, 1 
1 
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all of history 
one  has to 
deal 
with  the 
present
 issues, 
Scheer  said, 
they can 
not  be 
pushed 




 to bring 
the problem 
into focus 
and  finding 
solutions 
to those problems 
by the
 four speakers. 
In response 
to
 the Arab 
point 
of
 view Mike Taylor 




 the fact 
that a state in 
Israel exists. 
"Until this is recognized we 
will get nowhere." 
Stressing the fact it is an 
effective, functioning state, 
he added that Zionism and 
Israelism 
are two separate 
things and that the people 
can choose
 their 














ASSOCIATION  present% 
An evening m 













tournament today and 
tomorrow 
from 9 a m until 
5pm
 
Teams from several 
California  cities






 Anthony Russo today
 at 10 30 at the 
San 
Jose  Civic 
Auditorium  It will
 then 
march to the 
Republican  State 
Convention  
at the la 
Baron  Hotel where 
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BOSTON (AP) - 
Men who 
smoke large amounts of 
marijuana run the risk of 
decreasing 
their fertility, 
according to a report 
coauthored by noted 
sex 
researcher  William H. 
Masters.  
The report, published in 
the New England Journal of 
Medicine, was 
based on the 




 Foundation in St. 
Louis, headed by Masters. 
They tested 
20 men who 
smoked
 from five to 18 
"joints"  a week for 
18 
months or longer and found 
that 35 




They also found that blood 
levels of the sex hormone 
testosterone averaged 44  per 
cent lower in the drug users 
then
 nonusers, and that two
 
of the chronic 





 with marijuana 
use." 
The report 
noted  that one 
of these 
men returned to 
normal 
sexuality within two 
months after he discontinued 
marijuana use. 
Masters coauthored the 
survey along with 
Drs.
 
Robert Kolodny and Gelson 
Toro, and Robert M. 
Kolodner. 
The study 
warned  that the 
results should be taken 
cautiously because of the 
small size of 
the sample, 
lack of data on the 
potency
 of 
the marijuana and because it 
was 
impossible to measure 
hormone levels and sperm 
counts of the men before 
they
 took up the drug. 
The researchers worked 
Gestalt





titled  "Gestalt 
Techniques of Family 
Counseling" will be 
hosted  
by the SJSU chapter of the 
National Student Speech and 
Hearing Association, from 3 
to 6 p.m., today. 
The 
workshop
 is designed 
for all those interested in 
child counseling either as a 
professional or parent. 
Admission  will be 50 cents 
for members 
of
 the chapter 









Faire,  designed for 
students  to show their films, 
will be 




 in the S.U. 
Ballroom. 
All films shown will be 
unpreviewed
 and un-
screened. A first prize of $25 










Policeman swept through 




precedented searches of 
black men in a search for the 
killer or killers of 12 white 
victims. 





"I think the 




 for the acts of a 
few crazy dudes." 
But  police 
officials 
reported that 



























































stop-and -search procedure 
as an "an extraordinary 
measure."  
"If the killings continue 
some other people are 
talking about retaliation 
against
 blacks," said 
Brooks, who wore a knit cap 
like one shown 
in
 a police 
sketch
 of the suspect. "That 
will be too bad. The thing is 
bad enough
 now." 
"I told them 
that  all I knew 
about the 
killings was what 
I 
read 




 he said. 






 the black 




were  not a 













Brooks said officers asked made from 
witnesses' 
him if he 
had any first hand descriptions. 
information about the case, "We have 
a mad killer 
code-named "Zebra" after loose in the city, simply 
the police radio channel used killing people at random," 
in the investigation. 
Alioto said. 
X IT IT 
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THE PINK POODLE 
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men  18 to 28 years old. 
They were compared with 
20 
similarly healthy men
 of the 
same age 
who  did not use the 
drug. 
The study said the 
depressant 







 levels seemed 
















The male hormone 
finding
 







research findings indicate 




points  in the 
development
 of a male fetus 
can 





hormone imbalance in the 
male offspring. 
The researchers 
said  it 
would be "judicious"
 for 
women to avoid marijuana
 
during the 
first three months 
of pregnancy since it has 
been shown that marijuana 
ingredients can pass from 
the mother
 to the fetus. 
DRIVE-INS 
Open at 7:30 
Show starts at 8:00 
Children
 
















































Rea  Anders, 
SJSU gym-
nastic 
coach,  has 
resigned  
his 
position  to coach
















Along  with 
his  new duties
 
as coach









Wolfe, plan to 
form
 the first 
men's gymnastic club in 
the  
United States at Fullerton. 
Anders 
said he also hopes 
to complete his 
master's
 
degree at Fullerton of which 




 started his college 
coaching career at Fullerton 
and helped to build 




When asked about 
his ac-
complishments during his 
two years as coach, Anders 
said the records speak for 
themselves. 
He said the SJSU gym-
nastic team is young and 
should be powerful in the 
future. They should come 




































 bar at 
Sacramento
 and, as a 
coach, 
has one of his 
gymnasts  on 
the 
Australian  team  
going  to 
the World
 Games in 
Bulgaria.  
The new boy's club 
Anders  
plans to establish will make 
Fullerton 
a hub of gym-
nastics, 
said  Anders. 
Alpha 










Dailey  2 shows: 7 (Li 
10 p.m. 
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JEFFERSON  STAFtSHIP 




 evening at 
the  "Cape" WIN-
TERLAND 
ARENA  in San Francisco and guide its audience 
into the 
stratosphere




 will be 
piloted by that 
sultry lady of the 
cosmos, Grace Slick, and her husband, Paul Kantner. 
Crew members include Peter Kangaroo,
 John Barbata, 
David Freiberg, Craig Chaquito and the salty but spry 
violinist 
Pap John Creach. 
The Starship is credited with only one album"Blows
 
Against the 
Empire"released in 1970. 
The album concept was so bizarre that it was 
the  first 
music piece ever to 
be
 nominated for the Science F'iction 
Writer's  Hugo Aware in 1971. No josh, folks, that's the truth. 
Creach will also appear with his own band, ZULO,
 and 
shall be preceded by STEELWIND. 
At the SAN FRANCISCO OPERA HOUSE, rock im-
pressario  Bill Graham will present "an evening with the 
POINTER 
SISTER'S  in a "gala, flamboyant production with 
some very special 
surprises."  
The 
show  is a black -tie-optional affair and those attending 
are being asked to wear their finest garb. 
The PointersBonnie,
 June, Anita and Ruthcan quickly 
convey their spirited and joyous feeling to their audience 
with an up-tempo jazz, scat,
 gospel, rock and blues sound 
performed
 in the swinging style of the '30s 
and '40s. 
The Pointers will be backed by a 33 symphony orchestra 
musicians. 
With tickets priced as high as $10, the Pointers will sing 
''Yes  we can can make it" all the way to the bank. 
A magically entrancing evening with trumpeter MILES 
DAVIS will be conjured tonight
 and through the weekend at 
he KEYSTONE
 KORNER in Berkeley. 
Acclaimed for his relentless 
innovations
 and creative 
excursions  through the jazz world, Davis will cover miles and 
miles of terrain sketched by his
 "Bitches Brew," "ESP" and 
-Prince of 
Darkness" albums. 
Old time rock and blues greats BO DIDLEY and JOHN 
LEE HOOKER will get back to the
 basics tonight and 
:omorrow at the KEYSTONE BERKELEY in Berkeley. 
JIMMIE WITHERSPOON, who modestly identifies
 
iimself
 as the world's greatest blues singer, will appear 
:might and through the weekend with CRYSTAL PISTOL at 
;an Francisco's 
BOARDING HOUSE. 
"When I sing the blues," says Witherspoon, "I change the 
.yrics to tell my story. People say, 'Spoon how come you keep 
pitting houself in?' Well, it's 
90 per cent of Jimmy Wither-
ipoon's life. I've done everything." 
In San Francisco, NEMOSHA, a jazz band, will play tonight 
Ind tomorrow at the SAND DUNES while HAMPTON 
HAWES and CAROL KAYE perform tomorrow at the 
311EAT AMERICAN MUSIC HALL. 
The blue-eyed soul sounds of BODACIOUS, led by ex -
Jefferson  Airplane member Marty BalM, opens tonight in 
ian AnseImo at the LION'S SHARE. SOUNDHOLE will 
ound out the bill. 
In San Jose, JERRY CORBETT, formerly with the 
Youngblood, will appear at the SJSU JOINT EFFORT 
l',OFFEEHOUSE. Admission is free. 
JANGO, a country band that thrives on bluegrass, is slated 
onight and tomorrow at ORIGINAL SAMS in San Jose. 
ITN.  MINI
 GOURMET  
on the 









 ad in 
for  a free 
beverage  
mm
 =mum with 
purchase  of 50c 
mi Ell 
one



















































 -Empire Builders" 















 on musical 
knowledge.  
The result
 of this com-
bination
 of 
music  and 
literary
 skill is 
"The 
Empire  





Saturday,  and 
again  next 
weekend. 
There are no songs 
in the 
play,
 but a constant










Vian was a 
strong ex-
ponent 




 solemnity and 
nonesense into reason. 
This form of 
literary style 
became known
 as the ab-
surdist movement and was 






acknowledged as a primary 
mover of this philosophy. 
Horror 
and  suspense are 
the threads that tie absurdist 
plays together. "The Empire 
Builders" is no exception. 
A strange 
unexplained 
noise drives a family upward 
Kathie halnarni 
in 
their  house 







As the family moves
 up-
ward in fear of the noise, 
they physically abuse a 
silent bandaged character 
known
 as Schmurz. 
Show time each
 night is at 
8 p.m. 
Tickets  will go 
on sale 
at the door,
 $2 for general 





















much  addicted to 
the vices 
and evil 
practices  common 
in savage life. 




annual  report of the 
Commissioner
 of Indian 
Affairs to the 
Secretary  of 
the 
Interior  (Superin-




what has been 
termed the 
savage, un-
civilized Washo Indian is 









 view of 
the decadent white man in 
his epic 
novel  "Rabbit 
Boss." ( Ballentine 
Books 
$1.95 
In a massive five 
year 
undertaking, Sanchez has 
traced the 
despairing  tale of 
the Washo, 
a tribe which 
views  the white man




 a 120 year 
period.  
In "Rabbit 
Boss",  the lives 
of four 






hopelessness that the 
Washo 
was forced 
to pass on 
after  





 death of a dream 
is 
hard 















Gayabuc, an Indian 
hunter, is the first to be 
robbed of his
 dreama 
peaceful communal life in 
the Sierraswhen
 he en-
counters the ill-fated 
members 
of
 the Donner 
party consuming
 the still 
pumping heart
 of a slain 
member
 of their 
party.
 
The  memory of 
this gory 
scene 
haunts  him until his 
death, making it 
impossible 
to dream
 the dream of the 
rabbit. This was 
the  power 









 can only 
despair  as 
he watches the averacious 





lumber and strip 




Racial hatred of 
the white 
miners keeps Rex a 
mere 
step 
aware  from the grave. 
Alienated from his 
past the 
only 
solace  he finds is in the 
bottle,
 
Captain Rex's son, 
Hallelujah Bob
 excapes this 
alienation by embracing 
the 
white man's
 Jesus and 
preaching the Indian 










way Twitty records is suc-
cessful and his 
latest single 
"There's a Honky 
Tonk  
Angel" is no 
exception.  
Unfotunately,
 his album 
by 
the  same name is an 
exception to the 
rule. 
Twitty opens his album 
with the love ballad 
"Angel" 
which was rated among the 
top twenty country hits. 
The song, deals with a man 
who softens the blow 
of his 
rejection
 from his wife with 
a honky tonk woman. The 




 song, but the slow 
beat is. 
Aside from "Angel," the 
album contains 
poor 
reproductions  of songs made 







popular by the 
hot country 
singer
 Charlie Pride. 
Twitty 
possesses  a rather 
low
 raspy voice 


















requiring  a higher voice
 such 
as Prides 
"Amazing  Love." 
Loretta  Lynn's 
"Love is 
the 













lyrics are not 
bad, 
but  the beat is off. 
"Pop a 
Top" 
which  was 
written  by well known 
country artist
 Nat Stucky, 
has the 
potential to be good, 




tends  to magnify the 
sound 
of a pop-top can being  
opened.  
Twitty's new album 
somewhat questions
 his 
























































894  E. Santa 
Clara 
 
attempt to unify the 
Washo 
by giving them faith and 
hope. 
Outmarked  honor 
The now 
dubious
 honor of 
rabbit boss 
falls on Joe 
Birdsong. For Birdsong's 




holder  to a pedastel before 
the  tribe, as chief 
supplier  of 
the tribe's
 food. 
By the time the 
position  is 








 for white farms. 
The invention of the 
steel 
trap brings even
 this meager 
function  of the rabbit boss to 
an end. 
More than a literary 
castigation of 
the exploitive 
white man, "Rabbit 
Boss'  
expresses 
the hope that 
one 
day
 the Indian will 
recapture  
his lost 
dream of a life in 
harmony in nature 
and  
unification
 of the  
now  
divided Indian nation. 
For only 50 cents a day your 
3 
line
 massage is read over 
100.000 times a week. Spartan
 









For the past couple of weeks a number 
of "rock" 
magazines 
and  record stores have been displaying ads and 
posters announcing the release of a new album by "the 
legendary Terry Melcher." 
Although the ads promised a "revolutionary
 new album by 
a folk-rock maestro" the final product was a complete 
bummer.
 
Melcher's so-called claim to "legendary" fame includes 




 never-to-be-forgetten Rip Chords who stunned 
the
 
world with such "biggies" as "Go 
Little  Cobra" and "The 
Window Coupe." 
But perhaps his greatestbut least men-
tionedprofessional









M.S.  2185, Reprise) is a disaster. 
Voice 
strained  
At first glance the
 album
 promises 
to be a 
collage  of 
spectacular  musicians offering 
back-up performances by 




 Clarence White, 
Gene Clark, Chris 
Hillman, Sneaky Pete, Hal Blaine, Joe 
Osborne and of 
course mama Doris on back-up 
vocals.
 
But Melcher's strained pig -squealing 
voice  and his complete 
lack of ability to 
establish
 a set tempo push the ac-
companying 
band  into 
such a drone, 
that
 the separate 
in-
struments




Melcher  begins his 
royal  musical 
screw
-up from the 
very  
first song 
on the album. He re
-arranged  a traditional 
blue-
grass  number, 
"Rollin'
 in My Sweet 
Baby's  Arms," into 
such
 








 over to the next
 song. However, 
things  
just get worse 
as the album 
progresses.  
Melcher
 butchers the 
second number 
"These  Days" 
written by Jackson
 Browne. The constant
 strain in Melcher's 
voice 
completely  blocks out 
the
 fine lyrics for 
which  Browne 
is so well known. 
Perhpas the worst songs 
on
 the album are the one's 
Melcher  attempted to write himself. "Dr. 
Harowitz,"  which 
Melcher wrote along with
 ex -Beach Boy Bruce Johnston, is a 
weak, gimmicky number about gurus, broken dreams and 
wife problems. The song is so bad that,
 released as a single, it 
would 






begins  the 
second





 Lloyd Price's 
classic  "Stagger 
Lee." Melcher 
may  go down in 
musical  history as 
being one 
of the few 
persons  to ever 
record  "Stagger 











 of ability 





 band into such
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with  a 
sparkling  


























 April 20 
6:30  PM 
Grace Cathedral, 
(al. & Taylor St.,
 
S. F. 





Mary's  junior 





















now  holds a 
10-
3 record, 




 a 2'2 











































 too bad 
we were unable
 to get the 
clutch hit 
when
 we needed 
it 
in that 
second  game. 
Leading 































































LOMA PRIETA ROOM 







 I 1)111 
Space 
donated  to 
Air  Force 








 the Gaels 
tied 







 came in to 

















in the 12th. 
But Queen just didn't 
have 
it, giving up 
a leadoff triple 
and then 
yielding a pair 
of 





through  the 
St. Mary's
 defense for a pair 




Phil  Eads and Rick Wolff's 
single. 
Although 
they had plenty 
of 
other scoring op-
portunities, the Spartababes 
biggest chance 
came in the 
eighth.




 that's all it was: a 
chance. 
Stan 
Conte  had singled to 
open 
the inning and 
Rich  
Guardino doubled him to 










Alan Stokes w5lked to load 
the bases once again but 
the 
rally went
 no further as Eads 
struck out. 
In the first 
game,  Rich 
Carrillo was called into the 
second inning after starter 
John Nicosia was sidelined, 
complaining of a sore 
arm.  












the  only Gael 
run in St. 
Mary's 
half  of the sixth. 
SJSU, 
meanwhile,  tallied 









singled,  went to 
second on a 
sacrifice and








the second SJSU 
tally in the 
fifth, 





Harris, and then 
scoring on a 
wild pitch. 
Harris
 singled home 
Conte 




 travel to 
Santa 
Clara Friday before 
playing





















Give & Go 





















it will be 
covering  11 of the San 
Jose  




station  will air their 
first game
 Sunday with a 
Class 'A' 










By Tim Robb 
After last week's 
double 
dual victory over Idaho
 State 
and Occidental,
 the SJSU 
track squad 
travels
 to U.C. 
Irvine tomorrow for a dual 
meet against the Anteaters. 
The Spartans,
 who were 
surprised 
last
 week by a 
tough Idaho squad, shouldn't 
have much 
















 ran hardly he 
overlooked!



















 fashion from 
Van HCIIRCII  
adrenturous  
11Ple  




































 in!" Week. 
























 If there 
isn't, you 
can still 











next  week 
and bring




















 be taking 29 
performers to the meet and 
may do some experimenting 
in some races. 
The 440 relay squad of 
Louie Wright, Ron Whitaker, 
Bruce 1.eek 
and Vince 
Breddell  turned in a fine 40.7 
against Idaho, despite two 
baton passes that 
weren't  
sharp.  Leek, who suffered a 
slight injury while running 
the third leg may not join the 
relay quartet against Irvine. 
Sprint coach,
 I.arry 
livers, said he was pleased 
with the progress of the 
sprinters, and particularly 
the sprint  relay squad. 
With  reference to the 
sprint relay team, "We'll run 
a 39. 
when
 we get it all 
together," Livers said. 
I.ivers 
said that when 
Bobby Hamilton comes back 
from his injury, and 
Whitaker reaches his peak, 
the relay squad will be 
"together." He said that the 
top foursome 
would  be either 
Wright or Ike 
McBee on the 
first 
leg,  followed by 
Whitaker, Hamilton and 
Breddell. 















Carl  Lawson. 
"He closed on a guy 
( Lawson (that has run 
a 20.2, 
in the last 10 or 15 
yards," 
1.ivers said. "Breddell has to 
be one of the best finishers 
around. 
When he 
wants it bad enough, he just 
reaches down and gets 
another 
gear from 
somewhere," Livers said. 
Bullard, who said he had 
::under -estimated" Idaho 
last week, 
will
 have to keep 
his team 
concentrating  on 
the
 Irvine meet rather than 
the April 27 meet in Seattle 
against  the 









 a meet they 
would like 
to win "to be 
successful in 
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ALL STAR Concert FRIDAY 711pm 














The Great American String Band 
(RICHARD
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Live baseball














SJSU's bicycle racing 
team will compete 
tomorrow against Stanford 
and U.C. Davis in the first 







meet  will 













 called the 
criterium, will begin at 9 
a.m. on the 
corner  of 12th 
and San Fernando Streets.
 
Spartan






 golf team 
will 
have  its work 
cut  out this 
week 
when






 home course 
tomorrow. 
Coach Jerry Vroom is very 






















 have been 
getting
 stronger every week
 
and our





When asked if the
 home 
course advantage
 was a 
factor Vroom replied 
positively. 
"In  dual matches like this 
one, there is a definite home 
advantage 
simply because 
they (Stanford) have been 
able to practice
 more on the 
course," Vroom said. 
Vroom conceded that the 
Stanford course is tough and 




give away about 
two




if the players 
are  of equal 
ability, but 
if we work hard 
and play the way
 we are 
capable 
of






 have faced 
the 
Cards  once this season. 
The 
Stanford
 contingent won 
the
 match 16-11 for their first 
win over the Spartans
 on the 
San Jose Country Club 
Course in seven 
years. 
The 








Trampas  to carry 
most  of 
the load. 
Stanford will round 
out 
the team with three
 other 
veteran 
juniors  and two 
freshmen. 
Vroom will counter with 
top junior 
Mark  Lye, Paul 
Hahn,
 Don Thames, 
fresh-
men Terry 






for  people 
who use spit 
on their
 contact lenses. 
You really 
think  you're 
saving  
something
 Like the time
 it takes for 
proper
 lens care And 
the cost of dif-
ferent solutions Rut 
in the long run 
you 
may wind up 
paying  for short 
cuts There's








uncomfortable  and 
bother  you You 
may  eVel get an eye
 
infection So 




Now there's Total - 
the new all- in -one 
contact lens solution that 
does it all. Total 
wets, soaks, cleans 
and cushions.
 And you only have to 
use a single solution 
to get the whole 
job done 
There's a free, fresh lens case 
every time you buy Total- And we're 
so sure 
you'll like Total- that 
we'll  
give you your second
 bottle free lust 
send a Total boxtop 







Dupont Drive. Irvine, 
California
 92664. 
Total . The easy way 










 a sweep to get 
back 
into the Pacific Coast 
Athletic 
Association  race, 
the SJSU 
varsity baseball 
team will meet U.C. Santa 
Barbara for
 a three -game 












 four games behind 
the 




UCSB ( 1-6) has also been 
having its troubles and 
is the 
only club 
keeping  SJSU from 
the conference cellar. 
Last 
year the Spartans 
took two of the three games 
between  the two
 clubs 
enroute  to an 11-6-1 PCAA 
finish, good enough for 
second place. The Gauchos
 
came in sixth, with a 7-11 
record. 
The Spartans, who have 
played inconsistently
 all 
season long, got a similar 
poor start in league play last 
season. The club won only 
three of its first eight games, 
but finished 
fast, winning 
eight of its final ten to end up 
only a game and a half out of 
first. This season, the 
Spartans will play a total of 
26 league games instead of 
last 
year's 18. 
The crucial UCSB series 
will start for the Spartans 
today 
at 2:30 p.m. with Steve 
Gordon -Forbes 
on the 
mound. Gordon -Forbes has a 
2-2 league record and is 5-5 
overall 
with  3.93 PCAA 
earned run average. 
Steve Hinkley (1-1 and 1.83 
in 
the  PCAA) and Don 
Orndorff ( 
0-0,  2.25) are 
scheduled to start 
the  two 
doubleheader  games 
Saturday.
 
Hinkley and Orndorff both 
had strong 
outings in their 
last appearances, with 
Hinkley pitching all 11 in-




 who struck out eight 
batters
 in four innings of 
relief Tuesday against 
Pacific. Gordon -Forbes,
 
though, lost his last outing 
against Long Beach State. 
SJSU 
coach Gene 
Menges has been most 
concerned with the Spartan 
hitting
 thus far. Last year 
the club hit .294 in PCAA 
action, but are hitting only 
.239 to 
date. 
"I can't put my finger on 
it," 
Menges said, "but our 
hitters just haven't been 
hitting the ball 
like
 they were 
last year." 
"We better snap 
out of our 
slump pretty quickly, though 
or else we're 
going  to find 
ourselves  out of contention, 
said Menges. 
Second baseman Mark 
Kettman 
is the prime 
example of poor hitting by 
the Spartans. 
Kettrnan led 
the PCAA in batting 
with  a 
.444 average last 
season, but 
is struggling
 at .130. His 












 and Dave lus 
.125j are also having
 sub-
par league seasons. 
Mark Carroll ( .372), 
Steve 
Macchi i .360) and Wally 
Taylor ( .352
 t having been 
pacing the 







the Spartans will return 
home for a 
twilight  






 with its 
 NallegeletallOWISIDISIMPOODeer   
'personal  touch' 
will
 
broadcast the Saturday 
doubleheader
 and the 
twinbill Tuesday with air 
time 15 minutes prior to the 
start 













 how the 80-20 faculty hiring 
polieN
 
is going to affect your educut. 








Speakers; JEFF ROBINSON, student 














Cosponsored  by 
Associated  Students 
and 
"We Want a Say in Our 




























Be a New 
Age  Shopper Write 
for 
Free  Catalogue






 work All 
sites
 525 Will 
do 
custom 
work  For further into
 Cali 
Mike










for lunch & 







 for take 
out  







 the feeling cowboy, 





either  7 shows 
7610 
pm Mar 
Dailey  Aud 












French edition Spartan Bookstore 
WANTED-Baseball cards Cash for 
all 
types, 1888 1967 Also 
bUY  
Kellogg, 3D cards Call 264 5530 
SAVE THIS AD. Most major brands of 
quality stereo components 
available  
at dealer cost plus 10 per  
cent
 
Additional discounts available on 
guaranteed used equipment 
Lowest 
prices










RUBBER  40 
cents per 






 pert 390, Holly
 
780
 bored 060, 




 lsky t race, 
Scheafer  press 
plate, Ansen pedals. Hurst
 'Comp 3-




 MUST DRIVE S650 
trade 
offer 741 5953 
1960 FORD STEP 








dual  rear wheels. & 
much 
more!  Runs great. Perfect
 tor 
motor 
home  or moving van Best 
offer over 0.100 



















 all for $160 
293  7564 
SPEND 
an 
evening  in exotic
 India, 
Dances, 
Fashion Show, Music, 
Songs
 and Snacks Sat
 April
 20th 
8 00 pm Morris
 Dailey Aud FREE, 
presented by India Student








 of State, 
will
 speak on 
campus
 




Union Friday, April 
19th  at 
12 noon Be 
informed be there 
Sponsored 
by







 422 1 30 pm at 
Umunhurn  


















AUTO -MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE 
TIRED OF BEING RIPPED 
OFF, 
Call 
CSIS, originators of 
Student 










Second  floor (3rd 
L San Salvador) 
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with 
Farmers
 Ins 
GrOup  25 
per 
cent 
discount torso GPA low non smoker 
rates  also 
Call
 days 948 0223 
CAR PROBLEMS? SEE

































Waterbed accessories Noah's Ark  
86 Keyes.









NEW  SUMMER KING 
SIZE 
TAPESTRIES
 17 SO 
INCENSE 
PACK 
OF 75 for 29 
cents LARGE 
VARIETY OF 
VELVET  POSTERS 
LARGE 
VARIETY  OF 
PATCHES
 








LIGHTS ONE BLOCK FROM 
THE 
COLLEGE 
80 E SAN FERNANDO 
ST
 
62 FORD GALAXY T Bird engine, 












qualify  for 
work study,











 Arrange work study at 
Financial
 
Aids  & then call Dr 










EXTRAS NEEDED FOR 
MAJOR 
MOTION PICTURE 
COMEDY  Must 
be at 
least







Sat & Sun 
only 








 large Corp  
with local branch 
office  needs 13/ 
young men or women












 to start 





Michaels  266 
8814




BEDROOM  IN HOUSE, 
SIO0 
my 
kitchen prv  color N. Call Ann 923 
5873 
  1 
BORM  
APT  turn 
outside deck, '2 
block campus S170 48 5 4 St 
Call
 









wall  to 
wall carpet, furnace heat







LA DONNA APTS. I bedroom apts 
1130 w new carnets and 
turn  Quiet 











 GLEN WEST is a quiet and 
ideal
 student living Setting 10 min 
Iron, 
campus
 near Curtner and old 
Almaden Road Two and 
Three  
Bedroom











WEST APTS 2118 Canoas Gardens 
Ave 
266  1414 
NEWER
 ROOMS ACROSS CAMPUS Girls 
Ito S 
10th  MS no shared hasrs 
193  9991 
BOYS 99
 




 9B16 ALSO 468 S 6th St 





our summer rates 
THIS HOUSE






3 bth turn. 
yard
 
Whereat' St John 




 264 9361 
WILLOW GLEN 
APT.  Own room 585 








STUDIO'  blk SJSU 155 
Own 
entrance. !oriel.
 darkroom No 
kit or 
shower  Call 288 6/79 
PM's or 
contact

























ROOM near campus 
private
 
entrant e in quiet home
 ideal for 
5erious
 male student 







 over 21 Must be non 
smoker,
 
clean and responsible to 









bedroom apt 633 5 8th
 





PRIVATE room w 
kit I block SJSU 
near 
Lucky's
 &bus. for serious male 
student 2976079
 
PVT RM. in duple.
 for serious male 
student
 next to 
Lucky's bus, I, blk 
from 
campus  2976079 
1 BEDROOM ACTS large clean. 10 
minutes
 from 




































 Maid SerViCe,  
Color  TV. Kit priv, Parking 19 50 
share, 25 
single 







 RENT 3 Bdrm 2 bath
 
lots of parking. 611 5 10th 
St 5260 
ma Sept April 0225 











 male, long hair 
gray tan & 
white  Call 96/ 0549 
LOST Mar 13 Norwegian Elkhound 
male 6 mo Sil Blk pointed 
ears, 
curled 
tail  (sirn Kees) needs Med 
793 0906 or 998 
0352 












in car important 
papers 




SENSITIVE YOUNG GENTLEMAN 
w 
C P and voice defect is looking 
tor 
a lasting relationship with an 
understanding  female FREE rent 
offered in exchange
 for kindness & 
companionship Call 2992309 aft 
Prn 
HAVING DIFFICULTY WITH 
DRUGS? alcohol,  work, study.
 
family or life, Narconon may help 
Call























STUDENT TYPING Close to 
Campus 65 cents













Telephone  356 




 Natural color photography
 for 
your welding 
You keep all 
photos  
taken plus the original 
negatives  
and a free 
white  embossed album , 
Budget priced for
 highest quality 
work Please 






PROFESSIONAL TYPIST IBM 





















CALL 227 3993 or 374 7904 

















flower  arrangements from 
bridal










































 gold & white album 60 
color  prints
 of your choice, full set of 
slides BRIDE KEEPS ALL 
NEGATIVES! Extra full color 
13010(s SI 25 each Staff of 70 
photographers
 Make an ap 
pointment
 see our samples
 then 
decide Open every evening until
 10 
pm for 
FREE Bridal Packet 
Call 




EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING: 
Eighth annual un regimented 
student programs 
8 wks in 
Europe.  
wks in Israel Europe, 6 wks 
Europe Contact Barbara Nevins 
Student
 Services West, Inc 2879240
 
EUROPE ISRAEL  AFRICA' 
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR 
ROUND CONTACT 15CA, 11687 
San Vicente Blvd Apt No 4 L A 
Calif 90049 TEL 










 with TWA" 
Your 
TWA 
Campus Representative Bill 
Crawford 225,7262 





at II per 
cent
 off with TWA 
Youth passport & 
lake 
up to 74 months to 
pay 



























































a day your 3 line message is read over 
100,000
 
































































 11 letters 




















416 W San 




































































































































































































it clear the 
Progressive  Slate 
is 




from TWC but a 
separate party. 
Janice Osborn, candidate 
in the graduate race, said the 
basic philosophy
 of the 
Progressive
 Slate is that 
SJSU should be a free 
marketplace
 of ideas, and 
every opportunity should be 
made to study 
the different 
needs 





 Slate supports 
student 
services  with less 



































































there  is no 
reason why 

























Osborn  said 
some
 of the 
student 




are  the child 
care








































Auto, bike shops 





 in the 
commuter service
 center 
would be a auto repair shop 
and a 
bicycle repair shop. 
The issues the Progressive 
Slate are concerned
 with in 
this election are the interim 
policy, 
new nursing 




over the Spartan Daily. 
The 
interim  policy is 
designed to cut down the 
number
 of tenured and 
probationary faculty to 80 
per cent with the remaining 
20 per cent on temporary 
status. This policy, authored 
by Academic Vice President
 
Hobert W. Burns, is sup-
posed to adjust the faculty to 
a predicted declining 
enrollment. 
Osborn also called the 
interim policy "an 
attempt 
to control the students' 




The argument against the 
nursing requirement, ac -
Angry  about 
the  new 
criteria
 
cording to Osborn, 
is that it 
makes it impossible for 
many 
students  to continue 
their education. 
Students now cannot have 
any grade lower than a "C," 
and classes where a "C" was 


















































don't  think 




 "but we 
want it 
independent 
























to look at 
the other 
slates  running 
candidates.  
"After all," she said, 
"they are the 
ones
 paying for 
the services 
and they should 





Loretta Wilson, 20, running 
in the uuper division race, is 
a junior 
majoring  in history. 
AU experience
 
Wilson has worked on the 
A.S. Program Commission 
since her 
freshman  year, the 
Social Awareness Com-
mittee and is involved in 
the 
current struggle against the 
interim
 policy. 
Georgie  Huff, 21,
 is a 
junior psychology major. 
Before transferring to 
SJSU, she was involved in 
the anti
-war
 and ecology 
movements. She is now 
involved in the Women's 
Studies Department. 
Fred Lowe is 
a 25-year -old 
junior majoring in 
economics. 
Lowe, who actively op-
poses the interim policy, 
gets a referendum on the 
ballot allowing students to 
publicly 
express  their views 
on the 
issue.  
Glenn  Zappulla, 23, 
is a 
senior running
 in the 
graduate race. He plans to 
do graduate
 work in 
psychology. 
Currently involved in the 
Radical Student Union, 
Zappulla







the energy freeze. 
Nursing
 students  
to 
sue  SJSU 
continued  from 
page one 
Marram 
previously  stated, 
"We 
were  told that 
we
 had no 
choice




 and that these 
would need 
to
 be in 
keeping with types and kinds 
of requirements that other 





formed of the SAC 
requirements
 earlier 
because the department 
didn't know exactly 
what 
they would be until the end of 
January, Marram said. 
She said the department 
submitted two sets of 
criteria which were not 
acceptable to the chan-
cellor's office. A third set 
was accepted and the 
department was notified 
Jan. 28, according to 
Whitlock,  who is liaison 
between the nursing 
department 
and  the chan-
cellor's office. 
The executive 










students  as well 
as new 
applicants






















1974 "admissions criteria 
and 
procedures
 must be 
announced  as 
soon as 
possible and 
applicants  and 
potential 
applicants  ap-





 later than Feb. 1. 
In a meeting
 April 6 with 
nursing majors, Whitlock 
said that while transfer 
students would be 
evaluated  
on 





nursing majors would have 




Academic  Vice President 
Hobert Burns 
has notified 
the department that the SAC 
requirements will be applied 
to everyone seeking entry 
into 
nursing  courses 












state university dean of 
student 




Whitlock,  and 










imposing  SAC 
equally  on all 
applicants  to system 
wide 
impacted













Sale.  A 
virtual  
treasure  













































though such criteria may not 
have been in effect at 
the  
time of admission to the 
campus." 
A.S. Attornry 
Bob  Fulton 
questioned the application of 
SAC requirements 
to people 
who are declared nursing 
majors on the San Jose 
campus but not taking 
nursing courses. 
Fulton advises the A.S. 
organization on its position 
in the matter, but is not 
connected with the student 
court case. He said, "A.S. is 
supporting the students' 
rights issue of it." 
Fulton said there is need 
for clarification as to what 
constitutes admission to 
nursing. The 
two  views 
appear to 
be admission to 
nursing a declared
 nursing 




 upper division course 
work. 
Whitlock explained that 
the term 
"nursing  major" is 
used for 
admission  purposes 
and 
in data information 
systems.
 































 idea for backpackers who want 
light weight and warmth at a reasonable 
price.  Insu-
lated with a 
double  
layer of lofty DuPont Dacron
 
Fiberfill right and left 
models in regular and extra 
long styles insulated Delrin  
zipper  
with 2 -way  sliders:
 rip -stop nylon 
Cover:

















tents. becks...Se end 
slasOlnal
 Bede Or lend 
SI 00 for backascaer








8203 8 E Johnson 





program if they have 
completed all requirements, 
including SAC. 
If all requirements are 
met, students are then 
elibible
 to compete for one of 
93 spaces available in Level I 
of the nursing 
curriculum 
For 
only 50 cents a day 
your  
3 line message is read 
over  
100,000  times a week. Spartan 
Daily 


























































AND REPAIRS ON ALL 
FOREIGN & 























just to ride 
the railroads.
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 San Francisco 94102. 2121 
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 Blvd Coral 
Gables
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